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Tomorrow
 
BIDS
 
ARE
 
STILL
 
AVAILABLE
 
in 
the
 
days
 
of
 
oide when
 
K,gpas
 
were
 
bolde
 
. 
WA
 
medieval
 
theme
 
will 
pre-
vrl
 
at
 
the  
Spartan
 
Knight  
semi' 
formal
 
dance
 
tomorrow
 
night
 
at
 
the
 
Hotel
 
Sainte
 
Claire.
 
Rail  
Moreno
 
and
 
his  
orchestra.
 
who  
performed
 
at
 
the
 
registration
 
dawe
 
first
 
of 
the
 
quarter,  
will
 
'ay 
for
 
the
 
affair,
 
billed  
as
 
a 
-Spartan
 
Night
 of 
Knights".
 
a 
scroll
 
for 
$1.25 
will be 
carried
 
ate
 
simple
 
decorations
 at the 
hotel.  
Novelty
 selections by 
the band 
cid meal and
 dance 
numbers
 by 
prospective 
Revelries  performers 
Ell provide 
entertainment for 
dancers.
 
FREE BIDS 
Pour free bids  were offered this 
melt,  three to 
holders  of the stu-
dent body 
cards bearing 
posted  
numbers, and 
another to the 
per-
m whose features 
are  encircled In 
a 
registration
 day 
photograph  In 
the Publications 
office window.
 
With'Henry
 
Four
 
Spartan
 
pugilists  
entered
 
the 
semi-finals
 
of the
 
National  
- - - 
! 
Intercollegiate
 
Boxing  
tournament
 
"Sale
 
of
 
bids  
has  
been 
good
 and 
"Henry 
IV",
 an Intense
 
drama'
 
last  night
 in 
Sacramento
 
when  
afl 
indications
 
point
 
to 
a 
success-
 dealing 
with  a 
psychological
 
con-  
Bill 
Sellers,  
Pete
 
Bolich,  
and  Bill 
ful
 
evening,"
 
states  
Stan 
Murdock.
 
filet  and its 
unusual
 solution, 
will  
mark 
the 
advent  of 
San Jose 
chairman
 
of 
the 
dance.
 
NO 
CORSAGE
 
Players'  spring
 season 
on April
 
Murdock
 
emphasizes  
that 
the
 
25 and 26. according
 to 
Hugh, 
dime
 
Is
 
a 
"no
-corsage" 
affair,
 and
 
Gillis,
 
head  of the 
Speech
 de-
mth
 
prospects
 of ideal 
spring  
partment. 
weather
 
for  
tomorrow  light 
stilts 
The play is the
 first
 work of 
and
 
white  
coats
 are 
very 
much
 
in 
Luigi Pirandello,
 eminent
 
Italian 
order
 
playwright,
 that has 
been given
 
Medieval
 
styling
 
of
 the bids
 
here. Insanity
 is 
one  of his fav-
which
 
are  
selling
 in the form 
of
 
orite  themes, 
and in 
this story he 
offers the 
problem of a man
 who, 
CARDS
 
INVALID
 
AFTER
 
TODAY 
Temporary
 
student
 body card, 
Sill
 
be 
invalid 
after 
today.  an. 
nounces
 
Student
 
Councilman 
Steve  
Hose,
 
chairman
 
of the
 carat 
corn-
uulMe.
 
Those
 
failing
 
to 
apply  at 
the 
student
 
body
 
president's
 office 
for 
the
 
Oficial
 
photograph
-cards
 Will 
h 
denied
 
library,
 
Health  Cottage, 
chletk.
 
and
 
other  
privileges 
after  
todaY,
 he says. 
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'Four
 
Spartan
 
Boxers
 
Enter
 
Semi
-Finals
 
Of
 
Nationals
 
Players
 
Open  
'PETE
 
AND
 
BILL  
1lLa
 Torre 
Deadline
 
 
BOLICH,
 
FISK,
 
Spring Season
 
1SELLERS
 
WIN 
Near; Sign 
Now, 
after a fall, imagines 
himself
 to 
be the German 
monarch  "Henry 
IV". 
and  adjusts himself
 to lead 
the life 
of
 royalty. 
When he finally recovers from 
his mental lapse 
and  tries to ad-
just himself to the life he led 
prior to the accident he is so 
un-
happy
 that he willingly returns to 
his make-believe existence. 
(Continued  on Page
 
Ponel  
Pegasus Holds 
Meeting
 
Monday  
Bolich
 
decisioned
 
their  
opponents.
 
Gene 
Fisk 
received  a 
bye to 
ad-
vance 
to the 
semi-finals.
 
WREN
 LOOKS
 GOOD 
In 
one of 
the  biggest 
upsets of 
the 
tournament,
 Dale 
Wren, State 
127 -pounder,
 knocked
 down  
Frank  
Kara of Idaho in the 
second  round 
and cut
 his eye 
so
 badly in 
the  
third that 
the judges 
stopped
 the 
fight. 
However, the 
referee ruled 
that Kara was 
ahead on points 
at 
the 
time
 the fight
 
was stopped
 and 
gave
 the Idahoan the
 decision. 
There 
is a possibility that 
Wren 
may replace Kara 
should  the doc-
tors 
rule 
him
 
unfit for further 
competition. 
SELLERS
 WINS 
Bill Seller s, 
diminutive
 120 -
pound performer, won a unani-
mous 
decision  over  Mike 
131malo 
of Loyola 
of the south. Sellers 
completely 
outboxed
 his opponent 
Open 
House  Cancelled 
For This Year; 
Meet  Today 
With the appointment of eleven 
women as committee heads, plan. 
for 
the Associated Women Stu-
dent's Jinx,
 final 
event of 
the 
or-
ganization's calendar, are 
under-
way, AWS President 
Audrey
 Mor-
rell announced yesterday. 
MEET AT 12:00 
Meeting  at 12:00 today in the 
AWS room,
 the 'newly -chosen 
chairmen will select a 
theme  for 
the all -co-ed affair scheduled for 
Thursday evening, April 25. in the 
Women's gymnasium. 
General chairman is Irma 
Man-
zo, assisted by Jean 
Warren as 
co-chairman. In charge of decora-
tions 
are Mary Ellen 
Ward and 
Christine
 
Christensen.
 
Louise
 
Or-
talda will arrange for 
refresh-
ments and Lois Silver is 
music 
chairman.
 
Publicity  
for the
 affair 
will  be handled by Mary Traub. 
Serving under Chairman Alberta 
Gross, the entertainment commit-
tee includes Eva Seko, gamma; 
Dorothea
 Newhouse, program; and 
Barbara 
Curze,
 contests and cos-
tumes. 
NO OPEN 
HOUSE  
Because of the crowded 
activity 
program for 
this quarter, 
the AWS 
will not hold its 
annual Open 
House this quarter.
 The Jinx will 
throughout the
 three rounds, 
have 
failed 
to pay,
 
12-3:00.
 
, culminate
 the year's program. 
Ibli Bolich decisioned 
Wilbert
 
Conques of Southwestern Indiana 
'AVIATION'
 
T E 
M E 
Institute to gain the semi-final 
bracket in the 155 -pound 
class. ! 
will hold its first 
meeting of the 
OF'
 
I-1(I)1',I 
175 -pound division, won a 
Pegasus. literary honor society, 
Pete Bolich, Spartan entrant in 
Bachrodt
 Gives
 
paui Laune 
Erickson
 of Idaho.
 Erick-
 
AFFAIR  TO BE 
he a 
eommittee  
headed 
by 
quarter Monday
 night at 492 
So. 
decision
 over Ray
 Kramer 
of
 W!s-
consin
 in his 
first fight.
 
Tenth 
street, 
according  to 
club
 
, 
members.
 
Jim  Kincaid suffered 
a first 
ANNUAL
 
ALUMNI  
. 
round  knockout at the hands of 
In 
charge 
of the 
meeting  
will 
E 
COMING
 
Warns 
Editor
 
Further emphasizing the
 import-
ance 
of paying fees 
for  La Torre, 
student 
yearbook,  Editor Bill
 Laf-
foon yesterday
 announced the
 re-
mainder  of the 
schedule  for pay-
ment. 
Following 
Wednesday's  deadline 
the yearbook 
staff will order 
only 
enough  annuals for 
those  who have 
made the payment of 
4 cents for 
students  in 
attendance
 three 
guar-
etrs.
 or 50 cents
 for each 
quarter 
not
 
enrolled  in 
the college,
 states 
Lft ffoon. 
The
 La Torre 
staff will 
maintain  
office hours
 in the Student
 Union 
from 
12 
to 1 o'clock 
daily  until 
Wednesday.
 The 
following
 
pay-
ment
 
hours  will be 
in effect 
in the 
:Controller's  
office 
from now
 until
 
! the 
deadline:  
Today:
 
P.
 Q, 
12-1:00.  
Monday:
 
It. 
12-1:00.  
Tuesday:
 
5,
 12-1:00.
 
Wednesday:
 T, and
 all 
others  
who  
Roberts,
 who 
will 
open  a 
dia- 
son also 
!ALL -DAY PARTY
  
knocked Kincaid out in 
cummion 
of modern
 authors.
 
the 
finals of the PC' 
last week. 
Any  
student
 
desiring  
to
 apply 
for 
membership  
should 
submit  an 
original 
manuscript
 to 
Dr. James
 
Wood,  
adviser,  or 
any 
member  
of
 
More
 
Space
 
For  
the 
organization.
 
San
 .Iose's 
opponents
 for tomor-
row were not
 known at 
press  time. 
-- 
Club  
Pictures
 
Van 
Vleck
 
Announces
 
Found
 
In 
Annual
 
Production
 
Staff
 
For
 
Revelries  
Show
 
With
 
the
 
only
 
two
 
costume  
majors  
in 
college
 
on 
the
 
costume  
committee,
 
members
 of 
the production  
staff  
for  
this 
year's
 
Revelries.
 
annual
 
student
 
musical
 show presented in 
the 
spring,
 
have
 
been  
an-
nounced
 
by 
Bill  
Van
 Vleck, Revelries 
director.
 
June 
Thomas
 
and
 Jack Daniels
 are 
the 
two
 
majoring  
in 
costunic
 
luxi have
 
been
 
chosen
 
to
 
assist 
Jeanette  
Medved,
 
chairman.
 
with
 
clothing
 
Defection
 
for 
the show. 
Van  
'lee'k said 
yesterday.  
TAIX 
HEADS 
MUSIC 
Sheldon
 
Tals,
 in 
charge of 
music  
for 
the
 
1939
 
Revelries,
 
repeats
 
his dut 
Smith
   
les
 
as
 
musical
 director 
for 
the 
newest
 
production:
 
while
 
Helen  
Well-known
 
campus  
vocalist,
 
is 
in 
charge  
of
 
singing. 
Included
 
on
 
the  
vocalists' 
roster  
will  
be 
the  
names
 
of
 
several
 
OVER
 
K 
R 
0 
W 
of la* 
Year's 
Revelries
 
sine  gr 
amon
 
s. 
g them
 
Mae  
Zimmerman,
 
t 
h..
 
Helen
 
Smith
 
girls'
 
trio,  and 
the 
Four 
Musketeers.
 
made  
up
 
of
 
Bob
 
ri 
Other
 
studentm
 
'ela°,1.
 
Carlton
 
Linelgren.
 
Ilarry
 
}tarter,
 
and
 
Harvey
 
Browning.
 
:ire
 
Jeanne
 
Brier.
 
violinist
 
and 
who will
 
di a specialty 
number,
 
Hill  
Kidwell,
 
George
 
Entirieh,
 
'fld
 
Pearl
 
Nichols.
 
Al
 
Alton,
 
business  manager, 
is 
in 
charge
 
of
 
publicity
 
for
 
the  
Campus
 clubs
 who 
are not 
sched-
uled
 
to 
appear
 in this year's La 
Torre  
have 
the  
opportunity
 to 
do 
show  
ana 
Warner
 
Keeley  and 
Harlan  
Wilder
 
are  
assisting
 
Aiton
 
as ! 
nen 
managers.
 
STORY
 
BY 
GREEN
 
The 
original
 
atory  
for the
 
production
 
roots
 
written
 
hy 
Jack
 
Green,
 
sp,coitertliar  
Gigiuto
 
Van
 
Viet*. in 
charge
 
of
 
technical
 
construction
 
will  be 
Thete
 
Will  
be no 
rehearsals
 
this
 
afternoon,
 
announcer;
 
Van
 
Vleck.
 
'Seniors 
Advice 
With 
"Aviation"  as theme
 for 
S e e k i n g n  
Jobs
 the day.
 San Jose State collegial
 
 
alumni 
will  hold their 
annual;
 
Homecoming  on the 
campus  Sat- 
'Sell 
Your 
Ability',  
urday, June 1. 
 I Says 
Educator;  
An all day 
event consisting 
of'
 
organization breakfasts. depart - 
Final
 Plans
 Made
 
"Sell your ability" was the ad-
vice given members of the senior 
class 
by City
 
Superintendent  
of 
Schools 
Walter  Bachrodt at their 
so 
by 
petitioning
 
the  
yearbook
 
dred graduates 
from 
all parts of 
editorial
 
board, 
Alberta
 
Gross,
 
the  
state, estimates
 Ray Farris, 
eseecaorntedr oyreieentetaretiaoyn. meeting of the 
assistant
 
editor.
 
announced
 
yester-
 '32.
 
president of the 
Alumni  Asa°. 
.l.,v 
,elation.  
Walt  McPherson. 
'39, 
college
 mEtieAhCreHdRt,OeDgTradAeNet,A. eLfUsMeeN l 
Groups
 
who 
would  like to 
appear  
Pose
 
'is
 the 
annual
 
must  
turn  
petitions
 ! 
basketball
 coach, and 
Mrs. 
Charles
 
St
  
State college, 
stressed
 the 
import-
intoa
 
the 
Publication's
 
office
 
con;  
event. 
'35,
 are 
co-chairmen  
for 
the 
They will 
announce their 
nesday,
 
states  
Miss 
Gross.
 
ice of personal contact 
in ipply-
; 
.labiltions'
 box on 
or
 
before
 
Wed- 
t. 
!committees  April 25 at a 
meeting 
,iiiriggedfoprrostepaecchuivneg  
teachersP°8i
 ti°n .4  not   
and
of the alumni executive board.
 
The evening
 dance. 
to 
be 
held  
i.,.safl
 ineraplidtiipatiltsitearny
 d 
board
 
iewas
 mineatnny 
DEBATERS
 
MEET_
 
in 
the  Men's gymnasium, is 
beingm,hoo   
STANFORD 
planned by 
True Tourtillot,
 
hers  
as
 possible.
 
president
 of 
the Santa
 Clara 
Persistency  in 
looking 
for  a job 
County chapter of the
 Alumni 
shrottaltc.iachhein used se 
jobs. 
A 
onnly.
 
person
 hi
 w r apyplinhgo 
Association, and 
McPherson.  Mem- 
fo 
.!,,. .t, 
side of the 
hers of 
the 
Association  and 
their wants to 
sell 
himself to 
another
 
question,
 
'1 
I'll
 
, Should
 Be : 
Abolished",
 
San  
Jose
 State college : 
freshman
 
debaters
 
meet  
Stanford
 ' 
over
 
radio  
station
 KROW 
tomor-
row
 
afternoon
 at 
5 
o'clock,  
accord-
 
! 
Mg
 to 
Leonard
 
Bock,  
first
-year 
de- 
' 
bate
 
manager.
 
Heber
 
Nelson
 
and
 Ronald Maas, 
victorious
 
river
 
the
 sophomores
 in 
the
 
interclass
 
debate,
 will repre-
sent
 
San  
Jose.
 
ment exhibits, a noontime barbe-
cue 
luncheon and 
variety  
program,
 
and an evening dance, the Home-
coming will attract several hun-
ereorts 
will  be 
admitted
 to the 
dance free 
Classes 
of
 50, 25 and 
10 years 
agothe graduates
 of 1890,  
1915,
 
and 
1930are honor 
guests for  
Homecoming 
day. Those who grad-
uated 50 
or
 more years 
ago  auto-
matically  become 
members
 of 
"G olden
 Grads",
 
organization
 
headed
 by Mrs. C. E. 
Angell of 
should 
not  be 
afraid  to 
make  the 
most 
of
 any 
chance  
to 
seenre
 a 
position,
 the 
speaker 
asserted  
PARTICIPATION
 
URGED  
Class  
members  
interested  
In 
senior
 
week activities
 were 
urged  
by 
President
 Barney
 
Murphy  to 
see 
him or 
members
 of the 
committee.
 
Plans  
for 
Senior  
Week,
 
Sneak  
Week,  
and the Senior
 
Ball
 
were  
(Ceekeeod
 on Pep Pow) 
outlined 
at
 yesterday's
 
meeting.  
mr"  
Passing  
Along
 
Information.  
. 
With San lose 
State  college faced 
by a serious 
housing
 
problem, 
cooperative  
living  is 
proving
 one of the 
best sol-
utions offered.
 It is with this 
in mind that 
several  campus 
organizations
 are making plans for 
cooperative
 houses
 
to 
accomodate
 
their 
members next
 year. 
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 For yes, 
Scanning
 
The
 
Stacks  
DOWN
 
SWING
 
By 
IRENE
 
MELTON
 
 
ALLEY
 
 
This 
book 
is the 
result
 
of 
a sincere,
 thorough 
exploration
 of psychic ' 
research  
conducted
 by 
a "Dean
 of 
American
 
Letters"
 and
 one 
of our 
whodunit
 
best-sellers
 by 
Ellery  
Queen,  
but 
don't  let 
the 
title  
fool
 you.,
 
Barn  
"The
 
Mystery  
of the
 
Buried
 
Crosses"  
Hounds
 like 
one 
of
 the 
latest 
BeytBOISs
 
NTER0EinLL
 
on
 
foremost  
literary
 
pioneers,
 
Hamlin 
Garland.
 
Garland,
 author
 
of
 "A 
Son of the 
Middle
 
Border"  and many other 
Latest
 
platten
 
works,
 died 
a  
month  
ago,  
March  
4, 
in
 Hollywood,
 while he was com-
pleting
 the 
final  
chapters  
of 
his last 
book,
 "The
 Fortunate 
Exile", 
 
describing
 his
 ten 
years
 in 
California.
 
As for 
the 
crosses.  
Garland
 first 
heard 
of
 them 
from
 one Gregory 
Parent,
 
whose wife, he 
said,
 had 
been 
haying  visions telling her 
where 
to 
find
 
ancient
 
crosses
 
supposedly  
burled 
by
 the 
Indians 
when  
they 
in 
joining
 this
 
movement,
 
the 
four  
student  
cooperative
 
Indians 
. . . 
(Mr.
 
Garland)
 
enjoyed  
cozy
 chats
 in 
broad  
daylight,  
or
 
houses
 
now
 
in
 existence are 
sponsoring  a program 
to be 
given  next 
Thursday
 night in 
the Little 
Theater.  Arrange-
ments 
have
 been made 
to have several
 authorities 
on co-
operatives  speak on 
topics
 that 
will 
be
 of 
importance 
to 
three  
of the 
scenes of 
his  
explorations.  
anyone 
interested  in 
this type of 
housing for 
college stu-
To
 further 
inform  
themselves
 and 
groups  
interested
 the 
supernatural  
discovery
 of amulets,
 burled by 
early California
 
under 
electric
 
illumination
 aided by 
a 
sound  
magnifying 
device
 
this state, 
the San 
Gabriel
 River region,
 Ventura, 
and  Glendale 
being  
Garland
 
started
 
an 
investigation
 of 
his own 
and  
found
 many 
of 
the  
artifacts
 
himself,  as
 he tells
 in 
his  book. 
with  many 
who
 have long 
since,  or 
recently,
 passed 
beyond the 
vale.'  
were 
threatened
 
by
 the 
Mexicans  
and  wild tribes. 
Several years
 later, 
Garland 
carried 
011  his 
research
 mostly 
in the 
southern  
All of which 
lengthy
 discussion 
leads up to the fact 
that
 there 
is
 
Iwo by
 many. 
Of 
Garland's
 book, one
 
reviewer,  
Chapin  
Hall, says, "It's all 
about
 
Part
 
of
 
Topa.
 
consith.red
 
the
 
betteefrehaaotfruilt7h.sse
 
go -stuff  
"TawPitah"
 
dents.
 One of 
the speakers 
scheduled 
to address 
the  group 
a Garland
 
exhibit
 now
 in the 
library, including  many of the crosses
 
{ 
is Mrs.
 Mildred 
Cawger,  
educational  
chairman  of 
the Palo 
found by the noted writer. An 
autographed
 copy of his book, together 1,11or outstanding.
 
Bob 
Burros
 
Alto 
Cooperative
 Society.
 Mrs. 
Cawger  
appeared  at 
the 
with most of 
the 
handwritten  manuscript
 for his work may
 be 
seen,  
idows
 lotta 
Wacky
 
Dust  
from
 
his 
and also 
snapshots
 of 
Mr. and Mrs. Gregory
 Parent and Garland
 
trumpet
 
with the 
aid 
of
 
a 
growl
 
Cooperative
 
Convention  
in
 Berkeley
 last 
month  as 
one  of 
himself. 
the 
principal
 
speakers
 and is 
well  equipped to 
talk on 
a 
' 
In
 addition 
to
 these, a copy
 of 
the  map showing 
where  the crosses 
pertinent  
phase 
of
 the 
movement.
 
/ and
 tokens were found are featured
 in the exhibit. This is one 
of
 the 
This 
program
 will be 
of particular
 interest 
and value 
most interesting 
as well as unique of the displays 
scheduled for this 
to groups who 
contemplate
 
starting
 cooperative houses here 
quarter; so don't
 miss it.
 
in the 
future. Those
 who 
Pioneered
 the first co-op houses
 
r.
 
at San 
lose  were 
forced  to 
learn
 by a 
somewhat  
costly
 trial 
T 
KOS1
 
and error 
system, and 
it is through 
their efforts
 and exper-
ience  that 
future
 cooperatives
 here are 
given  the 
chance
 to 
start 
with  more, 
scientific  and 
proven 
methods.  
Swenson.
 
Don't Be Left 
Out...
 
MID
 
VARY
 
This year's La Torre promises to be the finest yearbook 
Dear 
Thrust  and Parry: 
ever put out at San Jose State 
college. Previews indicate 
On attending 
the Open Forum
 
yesterday, to hear Dr. Holland D. 
that the quality of the photography will 
approach  that 
Roberts. an associate professor of 
done by professionals for the news photo magazines, 
education at Stanford university, 
There is a great deal to be said in favor of a 
yearbook  
speak on the 
topic,
 "Analyzing 
which
 concentrates on 
pictures.  They catch and
 preserve
 
Propaganda", I was disconcerted 
the daily
 life of the institution. Four  successive issues of 
by the 
small  audience. Only 40 or 
50 people were present. 
an annual such as this would be an accurate pictorial rep -
Dr. Roberts' subject was certain-
resentation  of
 your four years 
at 
the  college. 
ly a 
timely  one, and most students, 
In contrast to the policy of most universities and col- 
if they
 are actively
 interested in 
leges, everyone at San Jose State gets a yearbook. The 
the affairs of 
our  everyday life, 
money comes out of the student body fee, a little more 
especially the war in Europe,
 
painlessly than digging down all at once and a lot more 
would find a lecture and 
the  fol-
lowing discussion on 
"propaganda"  
useful and enlightening.
 
Why such a poor turnout
 for 
the 
meeting,
 whose 
chairman  went 
to the trouble of 
securing  a good 
speaker? This attitude, I think, is 
a reflection upon San Jose State 
seem
 to realize that this
 change is final and 
that if they 
college.  Others who attended felt 
don't take care of 
their fee 
by next 
Wednesday, they
 
will
 
the  same way.
 We 
were 
embar-
be left without a 
book at the end of 
the year. Don't Iet
 a tossed because in 
a school of over 
little 
matter  of four 
cents
 keep you from 
enjoying the
 best 
3000 students only 40 were
 inter -
pictorial
 review of 
student  activities 
the college has 
ever 
ested. 
put Out!
 
Perry.  
Certainly Dr. 
Roberts  will not be 
able to tell others that San Jose 
NOTICES 
 State college students are aggres-
Special 
meeting  of the Social 
sive 
and interested in getting new 
Affairs committee today 
at
 12:30 
ideas  and 
viewpoints.
 
in 
the 
student body 
office.
 Let's 
all  
If in Die future
 the 
Open  Forum 
lie 
there!Don  Anderson. 
',does not have a 
respectable  sized 
audience in 
attendance to 
listen to 
speakers, 
who go to 
the  trouble 
of preparing
 a lecture 
and travel 
miles to 
give their 
ideas,  it might
 
be better, 
for the 
reputation 
of 
the 
college,  to 
discontinue  the 
Open 
Forum,
 
Sincerely,
 
JIM 
McAULEY.
 
efficient from the viewpoint of selling. 
There is a little matter of tax, however, which
 must 
be paid. In the 
past,  the four cents has been paid when the 
books were distributed. This year 
the La Torre staff has 
decided to do its 
collecting  early. But 
some
 students don't 
LET'S
 
DANCE 
AT 
Cocoanut
 
Grove
 
SANTA  CRUZ 
BEACH  
Every  SAT. 
NITE
 
9-1 AM. 
--with 
Gene
 
Goudron's  
ORCHESTRA
 
"The Muster Everyone
 
Is Talking About" 
Featuring - 
LUCILLE PRITCHARD
 
BILL WAUGH
 
NICKY
 DADS
 
All students 
land only those)
 
who 
paid 
test fees on Friday, 
March 22, 
should
 appear at 8 
o'clock
 Saturday 
morning, 
April  
8th, to 
complete  the 
unfinished  
tests.
 Transfer
 
students
 
should
 go 
to 
Room
 
8112;  
freshmen 
should 
go to the Morris 
Dailey  
auditorium.
 
Other 
students 
who 
have
 
enrolled
 
without
 taking 
the 
Personnel
 
tests
 
should
 
see
 Mrs.
 C   
In the 
Personnel
 
office
 AT 
ONCE,
 
NOTICE
 
Junior
 
Orchesls  
meets 
tonight
 
from
 5 
to 6 in 
the 
Dance  
Studio. 
M. Lucas. 
FOR  
THE  
BEST 
IN -
FLOWERS
 
THCORSAGES
 
I 
Chas.  
C.
 
NAVLET
 
Co.,
 
Inc.  
(so. .R85)
 
Ballard 126 
70 E 
San 
Fernando
 
4\ e 
TODAY'S
 
SHIRT,  SHIRT 
STORY 
By 
MELTON-BONANNO
 
Four 
gentlemen  
in the 
Men's 
P. E. 
department
 
would  
give  the 
shirts 
off their 
back
 to know 
what
 
happened
 
to the 
sport shirts
 they 
trustingly
 
ordered
 from
 a 
traveling
 
salesman
 
some 
weeks
 
ago.
 
Presenting  
himself
 
as a 
repre-
sentative
 for 
a 
reliable  
clothing
 
firm,
 the 
man 
offered
 the 
amazing
 
bargain
 for
 four 
shirts
 for 
only 
$13. 
a buy 
which 
was 
eagerly
 
accepted
 
by 
the 
four 
individuals
 in 
question.
 
Regular
 
$5
 
shirts
 for
 such 
a low
 
price!
 
This
 
was
 too
 
good
 
an
 op-
portunity
 to 
overlook.
 
Came
 a 
week
 
later.
 No 
shirts.  
Two  
weeks
 
later.  
Still 
no 
shirts.
 
A 
fine
 
thing,
 the 
suckers
 . . 
er 
. . 
*-
buyers
 
decided,
 
so 
they  wrote 
to 
I 
* 
Yessir,
 you
 
guessed
 
It.
 
That
 
low-
 
men
 
II lof 
thethe
 f 
okilleoeweiltnyg 
NOTICE
 
the
 
clothing
 
company
 
asking  
'how  
*
come
 
no
 
shirts?'
 
It 
just
 
goes  
to 
show
 
..
 
you  
can't
 
Leeotmtemmitetene;
 
down 
salesman
 
was 
a 
wolf
 in 
cheap 
club
 
please
 
meet  
for
 a 
short
 im. 
clothing
 
and  
representative
 
for
 
portant
 session
 
today
 
in
 
the
 
Stir  
sia,:tihnidnigers.nlIonicl:
 
than
 Associated
 
dent 
Union at 
3 
o'clock:
 
Chuck
 
trust
 
anybody
 
nowadays.
 
. 
. 
Johnson, 
Bill
 
Hem, 
itBemenleoF,riSzozt,.
 
1 
n_
 
l 
GBoasrcealac.ci.Harvey
 
Rhodes,
 
and
 
Ken
 
- 
Popular
 
Swing
 
Records
 
- 
__:________ 
Ten 
cents
 
each
 
--- 
10c 
a vii.; 
CALIFORNIA
 
RADIO
 
SHOP 
New
 
and  
Used  
Radios
 
Open
 
until
 9 
P.M.
 
588 
West
 
San 
Carlos  
Col.
 
3036  
Among  
the
 
top
 
ranking
 
Musts
 
the
 country
 
Is 
one
 
Charlie
 
Bernet
 
and  his 
crew,
 
the
 
reason
 
for
 
thu
 
can  
be
 
understood
 
alter
 
fistening
 
to 
some of 
his 
recordings.
 
Charbei
 
arrangement
 
of 
"Cherokee",
 
which
 
skyrocketed  
him  
to 
fame,
 
Ls 
typical
 
of the 
Barnet
 
imagination,
 
ma.  
manchle  
War  
Dance",
 
another
 
Ind
-
Ian
 melody,
 again
 
shows
 
the
 
ability
 
of
 the
 Barnet
 
group.
 
You'll
 
love
 
the
 opening 
course
 
with  
Cliff
 
Len  
man  poundln'
 
out
 
syeo
 
on 
the
 
elline
 
Reverse  finds
 
"Tapin'
 
at
 
the
 
mute
 and 
Spud
 
Murphy
 
comes
 
in 
for 
some okay 
work
 
on
 
his  
slush
 
pump.
 
This
 side
 is 
tops
 
and
 
dim 
hounds
 should 
go for it. 
"CECILIA"  
SMELLY  
Dick
 Jurgens
 and his 
ork 
recent-
ly 
cut two sides 
that 
smell
 
to
 high 
heaven.
 The first,
 
"Cecilia",
 lea. 
tures  some lousy
 
vocalizing
 
on 
the 
part
 of Ronnie 
Kemper. 
Kemper,  
backed by 
piano and traps,
 moans 
the 
refrain
 as if he 
had one nip 
too many. 
Even the 
ensemble
 work 
by the band is weak.
 Flip it over, 
you find a waltz,
 "Love Song of 
Renaido". which isn't 
much 
better  
although 
practically
 anything tops 
"Cecilia".
 
Harlan Leonard and his Etonian', 
the K.C. sensation, have
 waxed 
their first platters for
 Bluebird 
The two pancakes are not 
sensa-
tional but are both 
good stuff 
"Rockin' With the 
Rockets"  on 
side 'A' Is a ride tune 
and really 
gets "out -of -the -world". 
Leonard's reed 
section 
is 
well -
grooved and plays with 
ease.
 
Hank
 
Bridges and 
Jimmy 
Keith,
 
tenor
 
aces,
 show a lotto
 bit
 
and  
solo
 
ability. On 'B' 
side  
is 
"Contact"
 
which has a 
slightly
 
faster  
tempo
 
and is 
equally  
as
 good. 
HANG
 
YOUR
 
LIP 
Over
 A 
Tantalizing
 
BARBECUED
 
SANDWICH
 
of
 
SELECT
 
BEEF
 
 
PREMIUM
 
HAM
 
 
EASTERN
 
PORK
 
"Dipped"
 
In 
Dellclous
 
Sauce
 at
 
McIntyre'.
 
PIT  
A 
BIT  
OF 
THE
 
OLD  
SOUTH
 
Open
 
weekends
 
'till
 2 
A.M.  
1749
 
PARK
 
AVE.  
Superlatively
 
FINE
 
MILK
 
SHAKES
 
10c 
Fresh  
and
 
tasty
 
think  
sandwiches
 
with  
Ifan'
 
shake
 
will
 be 
very
 
roma-
lag. 
Try  It 
"The
 
Best
 
Is 
Always
 
Served"
 
Garden
 
City
 
Creamery
 
'6
 
E 
Santa
 
Clara
 
K 
Li 
ID 
Sie 
oft 
sit
 
at 
ye* 
151 
set. 
Alt 
ire 
IL 
Tor 
n, 
Ita 
°mt. 
St 
ins
 
illOf 
COM  
C it 
etc  
sb 
br
 
ih 
INC
 
 
Lt_ 
Ps 
On 
g bands 
e 
lie Barnet 
fl 
for
 
thu
 
C 
listening
 
te", 
which 
La
 typical 
lion. "es. 
'other
 
int
 
the
 
ability
 
Cacti
 
love
 
Cliff 
Lee.
 
the
 
akins
 
n
 
tit
 
the
 
.ter
 
of
 
the
 
features
 
i 
Charlie's
 
Burnet
 
I 
from
 
his  
f 
a 
growl
 
comes
 
IR 
his 
slush  
and  
disc
 
L.LY 
rk 
recent.
 
nIl 
to 
high 
:ilia",
 lea
 
ng 
on
 
the 
Kemper,  
ps, moans 
Id one nip 
mble  work 
lip 
it 
over,  
e 
Song 
of 
uch better 
thing 
top. 
Rockets 
or
 waxed 
Bluebird 
not MISS. 
xxl 
stuff 
'kets"
 ox 
.ad  
really 
I 
Is 
well.  
any.
 
Hank
 
Ith,
 
tenor
 
and  
solo
 
"Contact"
 
ter
 
tempo
 
mmitter.
 
Itermen's
 
short
 
irf.
 
the
 
St,  
k:
 
Chuck
 
n 
Frizn.
 
now,
 
Bob  
and  
(en
 
TENNIS,
 
BALL
 
TEAMS
 
FACE
 
FRESNO
 
Jpcti
  
SAN 
JOSE,  
CALIFORNIA,
 
It1D11,
 
5,
 
1940
 
SUNZERI
 
JUMPS
 
13-8
 
Sparta
 
Varsity
 
Looks
 
Promising
 
In 
Initial
 
Meet
 
siemon, Vasconcellos,
 
Peek,
 
Presley
 
Shine
 
San
 
Jose's
 
hopes
 
for  a 
victory
 
'en 
Fresno
 
State
 
in
 the 
opening
 
*rune
 
meet
 
of 
the 
season
 
il 
Saturday,
 
looked
 
better to-,
 
it
 
following
 
the
 
impressive 
"owing
 
made  
by 
the
 
varsity  
per -
Inners
 
in 
yesterday's
 
intra-squad
 
Although
 
the 
track
 was
 
slow  
? to 
recent  
rains
 
and  
the  
entire
 
sr,  has 
been 
hampered
 in 
work
-
a 
several
 
outstanding
 
marks
 
is
 
made.
 
SUNZERI
 
CLEARS
 
13'  8" 
Tony
 
Sunzeri,
 
Spartan
 
co
-cap.
 
.1. 
cleared
 
13 
feet  8 
inches 
In 
pole 
vault  
to
 
chalk  
up
 the
 
Melding
 
performance
 of the 
vet 
The 
diminutive  
bamboo 
ar-
t who
 is to 
represent
 San
 Jose
 
l!the  
Drake  
Relays  
later 
in the
 
mos 
easily
 cleared
 the 
bar to 
(ipee his 13 -foot
 five -inch 
effort  
e 
in the Long 
Beach 
Relays  
e month. 
Join
 
Peek,  former 
national  jay -
' bread jumping 
champion from
 
:Perton J.C., 
walked off 
with  
it 
scoring honors 
with
 a total 
11 
points.  Peek
 captured
 
the  
go hurdles and placed second 
'Or broad jump and low hurdles. 
SIEMON WINS 100 
ffilr Spartans tied for second 
FIVE
 
SPARTANS
 
MOVE
 
INTO
 
FINALS
 
OF
 
PCI
 
WRESTLING
 
TOURNEY
 
Five
 
San 
Jose
 
State
 
wrestlers
 
Coast
 
Intercollegiate'
 
held  
at 
Berk  
morrow
 
night  
for 
the 
championship.
 
The
 
University
 
in 
Calilornia
 
at 
mix  
men  
entered
 in 
the 
final
 
bouts.  
, 
San 
Jose
 
with  
five and 
California
 I 
with  
four
 
followed
 the
 
southerners.I
 
Conrad  
Lacy.
 121
-pound  
per-
former,  
won by 
a fall 
over 
Adachl  
of the 
University
 
of 
California.
 
;lob 
Norona
 
decisioned
 
Itastischil
 
if 
University
 of 
Nevada
 in the
 128 -
pound  
division.  
Captain
 
Fortune
 Masdeo
 won by 
a 
fall 
over  
Stanton
 of 
the Cali-
fornia
 
In the 
155 -pound
 division,
 Vic 
entered
 the
 
finals  
of 
the 
Pacific
 
eley
 
last
 night
 
and will 
fight
 
to -
Los 
Angeles
 
led 
the 
entrants
 
with
 
Gorin  
threw 
Harvey  
of 
University
 
of 
Nevada  
to 
gain  the
 final
 round.
 
175
-pound  
Charles
 
Smith  
deck 
sioned
 
Harvey
 
of 
the California 
Aggies.
 
In 
the  
heavyweight
 
division
 
Bob  
Riddle  
of 
San 
Jose  
was 
pinned
 by 
Smythe
 
of
 
U.C.L.A.
 for 
the 
only
 
Spartan
 
loss
 of 
the 
evening.
 
The 
San  Jose
 team 
is 
denfending
 
champions
 
by
 result of their
 
vic-
tory
 in 
the 
1939  
tourney.
 
GYMNASTICS
 
TEAM
 
PLANS  
EXHIBITIONS
 
By OTTO 
TALLENT  
After 
taking second 
place 
in
 the 
California
 
State  College
 Confer-
ence gymnastics meet In San 
Diego  recently, 
the 
Spartan
 
gymnastics  
team is already looking forward
 to
 improving 
next 
year's  
squad,
 It 
was 
announced  
yesterday
 by Jim 
Fahn, 
captain.  
EXHIBITIONS 
CARDED  
Several 
exhibitions  and 
meets  
have been 
scheduled 
this quarter 
to give sown 
the "feel" of 
the 
sport. 
Fahn said.
 Plans 
are now 
in 
progress
 for 
a novice
 meet, 
min 
with  
ten points Dave 
which 
is open 
to 
anyone  
wishing 
.  
diminutive
 
dash
 man and
 
to try 
out, 
with  
the
 San 
Jose 
'Y'.
 
7 
 
 
captured
 
the 
century In 
A 
sign-up
 sheet
 has 
been  
posted
 
on 
the  
bulletin  
board  
in the 
Men's
 
'f'rediocre
 time
 of 10.2 seconds 
 
'I 
nipped
 
Peek in the low hur- 
gym
 for
 those
 
interested.
 
the
 
excellent  early 
season 
The 
Spartans  
have
 
tentatively
 
of 
24.8  
seconds  
scheduled
 a 
meet 
with 
the 
Uni-
versity
 of 
California
 
frosh.
 Exhi-
Mons  
will 
be 
held 
with 
Salinas
 
Junior 
college
 and
 SIM 
Francisco  
jaysee
 in 
out 
attempt
 to 
expand
 
interest
 in 
gymnastics
 
in 
northern  
sptain
 
Ticky  
Vasconcellos  
to 
victories
 
in 
the 
high  and 
Jump
 
while
 Vito Ruble, ace 
it,
 
man,
 
led  the 
field in 
both 
and
 
mile
 
runs. Don Pres-
.:1.irt
 
football
 
performer 
and  
.fe. Won the 
discus
 mod 
shot
 
GRANT 
THROWS 184 
Ed 
Grant
 
showed
 fine
 
form 
in 
'throng
 
the
 
javelin  
with a hea  
ot 
'113 
feet
 
11
 
inches.  
Grant,
 who 
Allured
 
first
 
in 
the
 Long 
Beach
 
Nan  
earlier
 
In 
the  
season,  bested
 
I 
earlier
 
mark
 
of 
180 feet. 
IvieY  Bowers,
 
freshman
 from 
kIal 
Gate.
 
led  
the
 frosh
 in 
Door -
Rowers
 
captured
 
the two-mile
 
." 
sad 
placed
 
third  
in
 the four-
,;
 
distance
 
hsterday's
 
results:
 
''Io-Ruble,
 
Davis,
 
Bowers.
 4:41.2. 
t-Slemon,
 
Miller,
 
Roberts,  :10.2. 
IS
-Ruble,
 
Woods,
 
Sedeil, 
2:03.
 
H.H.Peek,
 
Presley,
 
Rose.
 
'5(  
4-kerr,
 
Laval.
 
Roberts,
 
:22.3.
 
.44--Serr.
 
Udell,
 
Woods,
 
:51.5.
 
.5144B0wers,
 
Davis.
 
Sigler.
 
1:to
 
11 
laSiemon,
 
Peek,
 
Shank,
 
24.g.  
Jelsick,
 Lichen
-
art.
 
lel
 
ft.
 
7 
In.
 
OutPresley,
 
Jeleick,
 
ft 
avelin--Grant,
 
Terry,  Litten,
 
Racquetmen  
Whip
 
St. Mary's, 9-0, 
For Third Win 
Coach Erwin Blesh's San Jose 
State
 varsity tennis team 
continued
 
its winning ways yesterday
 at 
Moraga  when they 
whitewashed 
the St. 
Mary's squad 9 to 
0. 
Captain 
George Kifer 
dropped
 
the only 
set  of the 
matches  in 
whi-
ning Ms 
fifth  singles 
game with 
Wittman,
 2-6, 
7-5,  8-6. 
Kifer,  al-
ways a 
slow 
starter,
 canoe 
back 
CAPTURED
 
SECOND
 
strong. in 
the last two
 sets to 
van -
San 
Jose's
 
three-man
 
team took
 
quish  
his  
opponent.
 John 
Krysiak 
second 
place 
behind
 
San  
Diego 
in 
conquered
 W. 
Weber 6-3, 6-2, in the 
the conference
 
meet,  
with
 
Jim 
feature
 match
 of the day,
 while the 
Fahn taking
 high
-point
 
honors.  He
 
first 
doubles  
team
 of Vic 
Ehle
 and 
won 
championships
 in 
horizontal  
George
 Dixon
 trounced 
Kleiman  
bars,
 
parallel
 
bars,  
and  
rings,  and 
and 
McTeake
 8-2. 
8-0. 
took 
third 
In 
tumbling.
 Ray 
Fahn Results 
(San 
Jose  onen named 
placed 
second
 
in 
tumbling.
 
Ed 
first)
 
Grant,  
trackster,
 
entered
 
the  
rope  
climb
 
but
 
failed  
to 
place.
 
The  
other
 
schools
 
had
 
six -man
 
teams.
 
183 
ft.  11 
in. 
B 
r o 
a.d 
J 
u
 
no
 
pE.
 
Vasconcellos
 
Peek,  
Pursell,  
23
 
ft. 
7 
in. 
Pole 
VaultSunzeri,
 
Sedell,
 
Terry,
 
13 
ft.  
8 
in.  
RelayVarsity
 
(Kerr,
 
Sedell,
 
Ru-
ble,
 
Woods)
 
3:31.8.
 
High  
JumpE.Vasconcellos.
 
Grant
 
and
 
Clements
 
tie, 
5 
ft.  
11
 
in. 
This  
order
 
entitles
 
bearer
 
to
 
one  
of 
these  
combination
 
treatments:
 
Hair
 
cut  
scalp
 
treatment,
 
marcel;
 
or
 
scalp
 
treatment,
 
hair
 
cut,
 
paper
 
curl;
 
or
 
hair  
cut,
 
scalp
 
treatment,
 
finger
 
wave.
 
On 
clean
 
hair
 
only.  
Don  
Lux  
Academy
 
Beauty
 
Culture
 
65
 
W.
 
San
 
Antonio
 
St. 
Not  
good
 on 
Friday
 
or
 
Saturday  
SINGLES
 
Krysiak
 
d.
 W. 
Weber  6-3, 6-2. 
Harper
 
d.
 1'. 
Weber  6-1, 
6-1. 
Ehle 
d. 
Dole 
6 0, 
6.2. 
Dixon  
d.
 
Kierman
 6-2,
 6.2. 
Kifer 
d. 
Witteman
 2-6,
 7-5, 
8-6. 
Egling
 d. 
McTeake
 6-3, 
6-1. 
DOUBLES
 
Ehle
 
and  
Dixon  
d. 
Kierman  
and  
McTeake
 
6-2,
 
6-0.
 
Harper  
and
 
Egling
 d. T. 
Weber  . 
and
 
W.
 
Weber
 
6-3,  6-3. 
Krysiak
 
and 
Kifer d. 
Witteman
 
and
 
Dole  
by 
default.
 
Get
 
Your
 
Corsage
 
for 
the 
SPARTAN
 
KNIGHT
 
SPRING
 
FORMAL
 
at
 
ARCH
-CLIFF
 
Phone
 
Bal.
 
2681
 
 a. 
HORSEHIDERS
 
MEET
 
BULLDOGS
 
TWICE;  
BLESHMEN
 
FAVORED
 
Spartan  
Squad  
Hopes
 
For  
Double
 
Victory  
Over
 
Valley  
Nine 
Sparit's  
baseball  and 
tennis 
teams,
 headed
 by 
Coaches
 Walt 
McPherson  and 
Erwin 
Blesh,
 hit the 
road for 
Fresno 
State  college 
tomorrow 
morning  where
 they meet 
the Bulldogs
 in 
competition
 in 
the 
afternoon.
 
DOUBLEHEADER
 
The 
baseballers  
tangle
 with the 
Fresnans  in a 
doubleheader  bail 
proginon
 starting
 at one 
o'clock, 
while the 
racquetmen  
exchange  
shots with the
 Fresno 
aggregation
 
at 2 o'clock. 
Coach Walt McPherson 
will  
base  
his 
hopes  for victory
 over 
Fresno's
 
horsehiders
 on Tony 
Nasimento, 
, Turk 
Kasparovitch,
 and Ray Gres-
sio,
 
his 
three
 best hurlers.  There is 
I 1 
possibility  that Iry 
Taggart  may 
break 
into  the hurling 
picture  for 
the Fresno 
series  as Cressio 
lost a 
'close one to 
San Diego only 
last
 
Tuesday.
 
Catching  duties 
will be handled
 
by either
 Aubrey 
Minter,  Boll 
Our -
flea, or 
Jack
 Onyett.
 Minter 
will 
start 
as his hitting
 has been 
the 
best 
of
 the lot. 
John 
Allen on 
first,
 Floyd 
San-
chez 
at second, 
Captain
 Harvey 
Rhodes 
on
 third, and
 Ed Hunt
 or 
Bill 
Duran, 
shortstop,  will 
round  
out 
the infield.
 The outfield
 will 
be selected
 from 
Gurich,
 
Frizzi, 
Fancher,  
or 
Boseacci.
 
POWERFUL  
NET TEAM
 
The
 
tennis
 team will 
be out 
for  
their  fifth 
victory
 of the 
year  and 
will be 
favored  to win.
 Boasting 
one of the best 
teams In 
Spartan
 
tennis 
history, 
the squad,
 led 
by
 
Capt. 
George Kifer, has
 swept 
through
 
previous
 opponents with 
ease.
 In two 
meetings  
with College
 
of Pacific, the 
netsters  dropped 
only
 one set. 
Heading
 the 
powerful  
singles
 brigade will 
be John Kry-
siak, 
seeded  No. 
1 man. 
Frosh  
Mittmen
 
Defeat
 
Mountain
 
iew 
Preps,
 5 -
Espinosa 
Allows 
Seven  
Hits
 As 
Teammates  
Give
 Good
 
Support
 
San Jose's
 powerful freshman
 
baseball team piled 
up 
another  
victory yesterday
 
afternoon
 
over  
Mountain
 View 
high  
school.
 
5-3,
 
bringing 
their 
consecutive  
string 
of wins 
to
 seven. 
ESPINOSA 
HURLS 
Jess 
"Ponch"
 Espinosa
 took 
his  
turn 
on 
the  mound
 for 
Coach 
Larry 
Fiorini's
 
club
 and 
pitched
 
seven
-hit  ball.
 He 
was  given
 good
 
support
 by his
 mates, 
especially
 
Cyril 
Taylor,  
who 
made  a 
sweet 
catch 
of a 
line  drive
 over 
second
 
in
 the 
fifth  inning
 with 
two 
Moun-
tain 
View  
men  
on
 Mule
 to 
get 
Espinosa
 out 
of a 
hole.  The 
prep 
nine,  
which  
hadn't  
lost a 
game 
up to 
today,
 were 
behind
 only 
3-2 at 
the 
time.  
Mountain
 
View
 took
 a one
 run 
lead 
in the 
first, 
which  was 
wiped 
out
 in the
 second
 as the
 froth 
scored  
twice. 
Frank 
Abbe 
opened 
with 
a 
walk.  
Taylor  
beat 
out 
an
 
Infield
 
hit,  Sal
 
Taormina  
sacri-
ficed 
and 
"Sunshine"
 
SunSer
 I 
walked 
to fill 
the 
bases.  
Espinosa  
hit  
to
 the 
third 
Newman  
who 
threw
 wild 
to home,
 
allowing
 
both  
Abbe
 and 
Taylor  
to
 score. 
MARTINEZ
 
HITS
 
Cliff 
Martinez  
scored 
in the 
third 
after  he 
opened
 with
 a 
single.  
Frank 
Bucher  sent
 him to 
second 
with 
a long fly to 
the 
outfield,
 
and
 he 
scored 
a 
moment
 
later  on 
Abbe's 
single.
 
Martinez  
got 
his 
second  
double  
of
 the 
day  in the
 seventh
 and 
scored  on 
Bucher's  
single  Bucher
 
stole  see.ond,
 but 
was 
trapped
 be-
tween second
 
and 
third on Tay-
lor's 
fielder's 
choice. 
Pete 
Filice,  
pinch-hitting.
 drove
 Taylor 
in with 
it well
-placed  
bingle.
 
Martinez.  
with  three 
for four.
 
GOLFERS  
MEET 
S. F. STATE 
Attempting 
to
 make it 
twenty-
four
 straight, the Spartan golf 
team will meet San
 Francisco State 
at the 
Hiliview
 
course 
tomorrow  
morning  
at
 9 o'clock.
 
Buzz 
Peregoy, 
brother 
of
 last 
year's 
fullback,
 will replace 
Bill 
Parton on 
the six -man 
squad that 
will be out to 
keep its 
undefeated  
record intact 
against  the 
reported-
ly brilliant 
Staters of San Fran-
cisco,  
Captain 
Warner Keeley has been 
tatting his 
stride in the last few 
led frosh 
batters. 
Gil 
Bennett
 
and 
matches  
atid will he out to 
dupli-
Taylor vivre 
close 
behind,
 
each  "ate his par for the San Jose 
with
 two 
hits
 in 
four
 attempts
 
Country  club earlier 
this
 week. 
Anse. 
Remember
''Don sent
 
me.' 
Brooks Takes Pleasure 
in 
Announcing  
DON ANDERSON 
as 
our new 
Campus  Representative 
 
VISIT
 
 
O U R 
 
SPORTS
 
DEPT.  
B 1!1,99,9,15 S 
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CO-EDS  
TO
 
AID
 
MEASUREMENT
 
STUDY
 
All-
 
White
 
Judo
 
Team 
Built 
San
 
Jose
 State
 
College
 
Women  Chosen
 
By 
Only
 
One 
In 
The 
FROSH
 
WOMEN
 
PLAN
 
RETREAT
 
Stage
 
Innovation
 
World;
 
Organized
 
THIS
 
WEEK
 
Federal
 
Bureau
 
For
 
Survey
 
By
 
Police  
School
 
hold
 a 
retreat
 
in
 
honor  
of the
 
San 
Jose
 
State  
college's  
nation-
 
Ranch 
in the 
Los  
Altos  
hills,
 this 
By 
FRANK
 
BONANNO
 
quarter
 
freshman
 
women  
students
 
at 
the 
Youth  
Hostel,
 
Hidden
 
Villa
 
first
 
For  
Production
 
Freshman 
Women's 
club 
will 
Of 
'Hay
 
Fever9
 
Intimate 
presentation,
 
where 
the 
the 
Federal
 
Bureau
 of 
Agriculture
 
to 
aid  
in 
a 
measurement
 
San 
Jose
 
State  college 
women
 
have
 
biaele  
c 
By PEGGY
 
RICHTER
 
n ow by 
patterns
 
and  
ally
-known
 
Police 
School
 
has 
or- 
week -end. 
stage 
is 
set  
up 
in the 
center
 of 
study  
to
 
standardize
 the 
sizes  
of
 
COPOrTierc  
the 
room,  
and 
the  
audience  
sits 
ready-made
 
garments, 
announces
 
Dr.  
Margaret
 
C.
 
Jones
 
ganized
 
the 
first
 all
-white
 
judo 
LEAVE
 
TOMORROW
 
on all
 four 
sides,  
will  be 
the
 
mainl
 
of
 
the 
Home  
Economics
 
department.
 
team
 in 
the 
world,  
which  
will
 
be 
The 
group
 
plans  
to
 leave
 
the 
col-  
innovation  of Noel 
Coward's  
"Hay 
COOPERATION
 
NEEDED
 
for 
team
 
cmpetition
 
with  
lege
 
at 
11 
o'clock
 
tomorrow  morn-  
Fever",  second 
major
 
production
 
on  is 
needed,hemea
 
measuring 
stressedwi
 
co
 
lirbee  
schools
 
within
 
a 
very  
short
 
ing,
 
returning
 about
 noon
 on Sun-
 
of 
the spring 
season,
 
announces
 
Cooperation
 of many womenj
 
Jones. 
T 
Mr. Hugh
 Gillis, 
director.
 
TRYOUTS
 
WEDNESDAY
 
JUNIOR  
ORCHESIS
 
Iate
 
the 
done
 
by 
tipnrearitvins
 
n h ieaidswn
 
the
 
Washington,
 
ene;:,
 
of 
c..R.e.
 
Student
 tryouts
 are 
scheduled
 
MEETING
 
suiting
 
figures
 
willbe
 
prr.  .. 
Wednesday,  
at
 4 o'clock.
 in Room
 
dbyStandards
 
 ex 
53 
of
 e Speech
 wing, 
and  It will 
AT 
5:00 
MONDAY
 
be 
an
 excellent 
opportunity 
for 
'l'ie
 
measurement
 
experts
 
win 
he 
people interested 
in playing p 
. 
First meeting of 
the  
spring
 g uar- 
'it
 
:Nen
 
Jose
 
State
 
eolleg
 
from
 
ready 
other  
time. 
Composed
 
at 
present
 of 
Ray 
Bel
-
nap,  
Gale 
Bergey.
 
Howard
 
Scrib-
ner,
 
Wesley  
Shellhammer,
 
and 
Jack  
Fancher,
 
the  
five -man 
team
 
will
 
represent
 
San  
Jose 
State  
and
 
the 
Police  
School
 
in
 
all  
future
 
matches
 
scheduled
 
for 
the 
team.  
This  
team 
is
 
not 
permanent
 
and 
can 
be 
changed
 
by 
process
 
of
 chal-
lenging
 
rounds  
by 
anyone  
from 
the
 
Police
 
School.
 
MEL 
BRUNO
 IS 
COACH
 
The 
team 
under
 the 
special
 tu-
toring  
of 
Mel  
Bruno  
has 
presented
 
one 
or two
 
exhibitions
 to 
date 
but 
has
 not
 
competed
 
against
 
other  
schools.  
The 
reason
 for 
this 
is due
 
to 
the 
fact 
that 
no 
other
 
school
 
In 
the
 
United
 
States
 has
 an 
organized 
Judo  
team.
 
According  
to 
Ray  
Belnap,  
the 
team 
will  
probably  
meet the
 Uni-
versity
 of 
California
 at 
Davis 
sometime  
in May
 and 
has 
tenta-
tively
 
scheduled
 a 
meet 
with  the 
Golden 
Bears 
if a 
full
 Judo 
team 
can  be 
organized.
 The 
Spartan
 
team
 holds
 the 
distinct  
title  of 
"the  
only
 white 
judo 
team
 in the
 world"
 
only
 because
 the two
 active
 schools
 
(University  
of 
California
 at 
Berke-
ley 
and 
Davis)
 although
 they 
are 
organizing  
teams,  will 
not have 
all  
whites on it. 
PRE -REQUISITE
 
The  art 
of
 Judo 
was first 
intro-
duced
 to San Jose
 State as a 
means 
of self 
defense 
for  the 
regular  
police course
 and Mel
 Bruno, 
who  
had just 
returned  from a 
tour of 
Japan, was put 
in
 charge
 of 
the 
class. Today it has become a vital
 
pre
-requisite
 in the 
fast-growing
 
Police School. All police majors 
are now required to take a year 
of 
judo before graduation. 
At present tentative 
arrange-
ments have been 
made to send a 
five
-man  team to 
LAB Vegas, 
Nev-
ada, for 
an
 exhibition
 at the 
annual  
Footprinters
 
Association  
for San 
Jose
 State's 
part in 
the  show. 
day, 
according
 
to 
Mary  
Sanchez.
 
club 
president.
 
Varied
 
recreation
 In 
the 
form
 of 
games,
 
hiking
 
and  
discussion
 
groups
 
will  
supply  
amusement
 
for 
the 
group
 
while  a 
worship
 
service
 
led
 by 
Stella  
Schnabel
 
will  be 
held 
Apr 
15th
 
to
 
27th.  
on
 
Sunday
 
morning.
 
isticated  comedy. 
according  to Mr. 
Women
 
students
 
are  
urged
 
to 
All 
women
 
students
 
who  are In- 
The 
story,
 one 
of
 Noel Coward's 
ter of 
Junior  
Orchesis,
 dance 
ALL 
WOMEN  
INVITED
 
Gillis.  
group, 
will take place 
Monday
 
make  
appointments
 
in
 
Mew  
il 
terested
 
are  
invited
 to 
attend
 the 
best,
 deals with 
situations 
arising
 
from
 5 
to 6 o'clock 
in the 
Dance 
and
 
may  
sign  
up 
in 
the
 
liallt
 
Retreat, 
the 
theme
 
of 
which
 
is 
at 
a
 
week -end
 party 
in 
the 
home
 
studio,
 announces 
Miss 
Marjorie
 
Kronornics
 
office.
 
The  
schedule
 
*II 
"Time
 
Out  
For 
Living",
 
according  
of 
the Blisses, 
artistic
 independ- 
Lucas, dance
 instructor. 
short  
Monday,
 
April  
8.
 
"The group 
was  organized to 
to 
the club
 
president.
 
ents. It 
is 
especially
 well 
suited 
A half 
an
 
hour
 
will
 
be 
dewed
 
for 
this
 type
 of 
experimental  
pro -
meet 
the
 
demand for
 an informal 
to 
the 
measuring
 
of 
each
 woman, 
t . 
duction because of the rapid stage  
Dr. 
Jones  
states.  
action and sparkling
 dialogue. 
practice period for those women 
interested in working in modern 
OTHER  
SCHEDULE
 College
 
Nurse
 
Is 
Publicity
 
Target
 
Illustrating
 
the 
spread
 of 
news 
is a 
collection
 of 
postcards  
received 
tal are 
those chosen. 
by 
Miss 
Mary
 Fraser 
in the 
Health  
Books of the play are on re -
department,
 
who  
received
 national
 
I serve 
in 
the 
uls
 
publicity 
recently 
when  a 
story
 was, 
sent out
 about 
her.  
since 
then  she 
has
 
received  cards 
PROPAGANDA 
from 
news
 bureaus
 in eight 
states, 
have 
offered
 to 
furnish
 her 
with  
DISCUSSED
 AT 
from 
New  York to 
Panama, 
which  
the
 clippings 
taken from 
the news-
papers  in which 
the story 
ap- 
OPEN
 
FORUM  
peared. 
Despite all publicity to date miss 
Praser has refused to take
 it seri-
ously and is still accepting patients 
in the Health office. 
INSTRUCTORS 
Another main feature
 of the 
dance," Miss Lucas explained yes -
presentation will be the 
interpret-
 
terday. "The
 group has always 
ing of three main parts 
by faculty 
been a 
very informal one, open 
to 
all women (egardlens of 
previous  
members. Miss Margaret Douglas,
 
Miss Marie
 Carr, and DeWitt For- 
experience."
 
Each meeting 
will  be complete 
In  itself, a new problem or topic 
being 
presented
 each time. 
All women 
who would 
like to 
work with 
the group 
are urged
 to 
attend 
this first meeting
 which will 
Schedules
 
are 
also 
being
 
Sr  
ranged for San 
Francisoo
 
State 
college.  
San 
Francisco  
junior  col. 
lege.
 Stanford
 
university,
 
College, and
 the 
University  of Cat. 
fornia. 
Sponsors
 of the 
measurement  
study at San 
Jose State are Dean 
Helen Dimmick,  Dr. Irene Palmer
 
Miss Margaret Twombly, 
and  Pr 
Margaret C Jones. 
deal with 
limbering  and 
condition
 
lr-
-
Mg. technique 
4HENRY  IV' 
COUNCILMAN
 
SPEAKS
 
AT
 
Propaganda has its good and its 
side 
as
 well as anything 
else ' 
CLUB
 
MEETING
 
.ii.i.ording
 
to 
Dr. 
Holland
 D. 
Rol, 
1.1s,  associate professor of educa-
LIST OF 
JUNE
 In
 at Stanford University, who 
GRADUATING
 
spoke
 
at 
yesterday's
 meeting of 
CLASS
 CONTINUED 
the Open 
Forum.  
According
 to Dr. Roberts. words
 
OFFERED
 
BY 
Hollis,
 Gladys Margery Hood, 
J. Hamilton Hodgson,
 Mildred 
James H. Hood,
 Lloyd Hopkins,   
CAFETERIA
 
Steve John Hosa, Levetta Hosier, 
*- 
HOMECOMING
 
I 
Corrine Howe, Allen E. Huckaby, 
Margaret Marian 
Hull.  
(Continued  
from 
Page 
One)  
The college 
Cafeteria  is 
offering  
Patricia Ironside, 
Lorraine  Fran- 
Soquel. 
breakfast, 
luncheon,  
and 
dinner
 
ces  Jacobsen, Louise  
Melendy  Jay- 
Campus
 
groups,
 
including
 
Spar
-
five days a 
week
 for 
$3.30,
 
an-
 
cox,
 
charlotte  B. Jennings. 
Doris  
tan
 
Spears,
 
Intersociety.
 
and  
Spar
-
flounces 
Mrs. 
Sarah Dowdle 
of
 
Jeanne
 
Johnson,  
Nedra Lucille 
tan 
Knights,
 
take 
part
 in 
Home
-
the. Home
 
Economies
 department.
 
Johnson.
 Mary 
Eloise  
Johnston,  
coining
 
preparations
 
by
 
helping  
Students 
interested  
in these 
spe-lBetty
 
Marion  
.lones.  Margaret 
with 
serving,
 
guiding
 and
 
decor-
cial rates 
may sign 
up with the
 Louise 
Jones.  
:ding
 
Student  
entertainers
 
take  
cashier in the 
Cafeteria,
 and join  
Virginia
 
Mae 
Kammerer,
 
Selma
 
part 
in the
 
variety  
program
 
dur-
the Meal 
Club, a mixed
 group of 
Frances
 
Kann,  Bess 
Vera  
Kay, 
ing
 the 
barbecue
 
luncheon,
 
which
 
college
 students. Ralph
 
Dwight  
Kelley,
 Donald
 Eu-
 
is 
held  
under  
the 
trees  
on
 the 
,t 
Luncheon 
and dinner
 may lie 
ie,an
 lawn.
 
, gene 
Kelso, 
Ruth 
Josephine
 
Ken- , 
hail 
five da 
"Aviation"
 was 
selected  
a s y s
 a 
week
 for $2.25. 
ineey,  
Lucille
 
Viola  
Kephart,  
Thom-  ' 
Breakfast
 is served 
from 7:30 a; 
Lloyd 
KIrtley,
 
Louise
 
Dorothy.
 
theme  
in 
recognition
 of 
its 
rapid
 
to 
8:15,  luncheon from 
11:30 
to
 Kn.mp. 
Carlisle
 
H.
 
Kramer.
 
development
 
at
 San
 Jose
 
Stilt,  
' 
12:45,  
and  dinner 
from 
5:30
 to 
Robert 
Nathan  
Lee. 
Theresa
 
college.
 
6:15. 
Lemke,
 .fack
 
Clarence
 
Lewis,
 
Carl-  
. . 
ton 
William
 
Lindgren,
 
Phillip  
Seth 
I 
Coles'
 
Flower
 
Shop
 
Fencing club: First meeting
 of 
, 
Lindgren,
 Carol
 
Prances
 
Look,  I 
853 
Willow  
St 
, San
 
Jose
 
the quarter will be held this Fri-  
Karl
 
Malcolm
 
Lord, 
Richard  
Rob-   
Ballard
 6907
 
day noon, 12:15, in the Women's led
 
Lucky,
 
L.
 
Sylvia  
Ludeeke,
 
Wit-  
CUT
 
FLOWERS--
 
gym. Anyone interested is Invited 
'ham  
Palmer
 
Lukenbill,  
John
 
Daniel
 
CORSAGES
to attend. I 
Lytle.  
Following 
is a 
continuation
 of 
such as Americanism and democ-
the list of candidates for 
gradua-
 
racy
 are 
used  quite often 
in
 propa-
tion which 
was  run in yesterday's 
ganda without giving a definition
 
Spartan  
Daily.  
of the 
words. Dr. Roberts 
went on 
These students together with the to say that the things 
people read 
December
 and March graduates 
or what they are taught often 
has 
will  participate in the June Corn-
 a definite bearing on the
 interpre-
mencement
 exercises. 
tation of such terms. 
Any student whose 
name does 
Following
 
the 
talk,
 time was 
MEAL
 
RATE
 
not appear on this list Is 
requested 
allotted  
to 
discussion
 and
 questions
 
to see 
Miss Palmer. 
by
 those 
who 
attended  
the 
meeting.  
Attorney  
Clark 
Bradley,  
San 
hoe
 
city 
councilman,
 will 
review  
training
 for 
law and the 
work 
of 
the
 
lawyer in city 
government
 
in 
an
 
address
 to the
 PreLegal
 
club  
Monday
 
at
 12:30
 In 
Room 
25. 
Councilman
 
Bradley
 is a leader 
in 
a 
movement  
to 
change
 
the  city 
government
 of 
San 
Jose. 
All
 
students
 
who  
are  
preparing  
for law
 are
 urged
 to 
attend this
 
meeting,
 
according  
to 
Owen 
M. 
Broyles,
 
adviser
 
for 
the 
group.
 
*-  
NOTICE
 
All 
those 
interested
 in 
playing 
In
 
a 
co-educational
 
badminton
 
play
 day 
with 
San 
Francisco
 
State  
college
 
Thursday,
 
April  
11, 
from
 
7 
to
 10 
p.m.
 
should
 sign up 
In the 
Women's  
gym 
immediately.
 
For 
further
 
information
 
see  
Miss  
Ross,  
Frances
 
Fischer,
 
or
 Lyman
 
Nickel.
 
'Old
 
Wagon
 
Wheel'
 
Five  
Miles
 
South  
of 
San 
Jose.
 
On 
the  
Road  
to
 
Monterey
DANCING
 
Every
 
Nite  
ADMISSION
 
FREE
 
s 
CLUB 
Iv,psna,,Eth111:.
 
9:00
 
to
 
1.00
 
(Continued  
from
 Page Om) 
Howard 
Chamberlin,
 
veteran
 
Player,
 whose
 
appearance
 
in "Kind 
Lady" won plaudits 
of 
the  
critio 
' last 
quarter. 
is cast 
in
 the  
11th 
rule.
 
Janey
 
Bronson,
 of 
"Once
 
in 
a Lifetime" and 
"Seagull"
 
has  
the 
feminine  lead, 
Matilda
 
Spina.  
.lames 
Clancy,
 speech
 
instructor,
 
Is 
directing.
 Henry
 
Marshall,
 
Clot.
 
ence
 Cassell, 
James  
Kirtley,
 
azd  
Lewis  
Thuile],  
all 
well-known
 
to 
San
 
Jose  
playgoers.
 awn
 have 
Prominent
 parts.
 
NOTICE
 
Lost: 
In 
Room
 
153,
 
a  
cleideenh
 
edition  of 
"Paul
 
BUrly3r1".
 
Its 
eb. 
solutely
 
essential
 
to 
have
 
this
 
copy
 
returned,  a 
replacement
 
will
 
not
 
be 
satisfactory.
 
Please
 
return
 
It 
Reward, 
no 
questions
 
asked.
 
Yuri 
o, at 
Circulation
 
Desk
 
in 
lags/.
 
Marie
 
Illebority.
 
THE
 
HOWARDFREDRIC
 
BAND
 
OF
 
GOLD
 
VERY
 
FRIDAY
 
MeetMARGE
 and 
PETE!  Admissions
 '40 
NO 
R 
uG6
 
